
1. By way of background, please provide a brief description of your business. Include details such 
as the demographics of your customer base, their location and the mix of distance selling and 
‘bricks and mortar’ shop front selling if relevant. 

Our business sells a huge range of tabletop wargames from all genres, including science fiction, 
fantasy, historical. We also sell all accessories and hobby tools to complement the games.  

Our customer base, across both distance selling and ‘bricks and mortar’, is primarily males aged 12-
64. Our overall customer base is split between local community (Sydney-based), national (all 
throughout Australia) and some international (majority New Zealand). We also wholesale to smaller 
businesses across Australia and New Zealand. 

 

2. What proportion of your sales turnover is made up of GWOP products? If your business sells by 
way of bricks and mortar shop front and through distance selling, please provide information for 
both sales channels and in total. 

10-15% of our sales turnover is made of up GWOP products. The percentage is approximately the 
same for our bricks and mortar shop front and through distance selling.  

 

3. Has the proportion of GWOP sales or the mix of bricks and mortar versus distance selling of 
GWOP products changed in recent years? If so, please explain how and to the extent possible, 
why. 

We’ve seen a significant drop in GWOP sales both in bricks and mortar and distance selling over the 
recent years. We believe this is due to a number of factors –  

• An increase in the number of smaller, up-and-coming businesses selling high-quality games 
that compete with customer demand for GWOP.  For example, Privateer Press, Corvus Belli – 
the ranges they offer are easier and cheaper to start playing.  

• Kickstarter and other crowd-funding campaigns are able to launch these up-and-coming 
businesses and market their products directly to the customer base. Rather than compete 
against this trend, we have engaged with these manufacturers to help them launch and 
distribute their products in Australia. 

• Increased popularity of ‘ChinaForge’ – Chinese reproductions of GWOP-style products which 
are near-identical copies of the official GWOP range and are extensively used in the game by 
long-term players. These reproductions are significantly cheaper, but still maintain high-
quality.  

• Change in customer attitudes towards Games Workshop – over the last 5-6 years, GW has 
focused on maintaining their market dominance by instituting a style of ‘trade embargo’ 
where Australian customers are not able to purchase from overseas suppliers (including 
Games Workshop outlets overseas), who offer a cheaper pricing structure.  

• Continual price increases.  



• Core components of the game (e.g. rulebooks) are being updated too frequently. Combined 
with price increases, it is difficult for the gamer to keep up-to-date with the latest rules, 
which makes a less satisfying gaming experience overall.  

• Through their trade terms, GW make it incredibly difficult for resellers to maintain an 
account and compete with GW in methods including (but not limited to):  

o limiting popular stock at release time for the purpose of increasing demand at their 
own GW outlets and via their own website,  

o maintaining a ‘direct-only’ range - approximately 80% of the GW range and back 
catalogue is only available via GW’s own website or as a special order-in item via 
their own outlets. They do offer the back catalogue to other stores but at a 
significantly reduced margin, which removes incentives for stores to stock them.  

 

4. Are there products, such as other table top games products and miniatures or other hobby 
products that are substitutes for, or compete with, GWOP products? If so, please describe them. If 
not, please explain why you do not consider there are other products that are substitutes for, or 
compete with, GWOP products. 

The main substitutes are Chinese reproductions (Chinaforge). There are several smaller companies 
(e.g. Mantic games) which make ‘crossover’ products that can be substituted into Games Workshop 
games, but they are not the same quality as Games Workshop products.  

Competing games – there are numerous other newer companies that manufacture high-quality 
tabletop wargaming miniatures, at varying prices, aimed at different genres. These new games are 
increasing in popularity.  

However, Games Workshop has had a seminal influence in tabletop wargaming: Games Workshop is 
the ‘grand-daddy’. When the hobby became mainstream, most players were introduced via Games 
Workshop outlets and products. This was before the internet and before newer manufacturers of 
other systems emerged. Key to maintaining their influence is that in order to play the game, you 
must use their products and their rules. Consequently, they have been vigilant in maintaining their 
Intellectual Property.  Apart from ‘Chinaforge’ products that are appearing, to play the official game, 
or compete in tournaments, you must use Games Workshop product.  

 GW has a ‘What you see is what you get’ (WYSIWIG) attitude – in order to play GWOP games, you 
must use something that has been designed by GWOP: you must play by their rules, using miniatures 
that ‘fit’ within the system, use key accessories etc. Everything you use must fit in with GWOP’s 
Intellectual Property. 

Testament to their vigilance in Intellectual Property protection: you cannot go into a Games 
Workshop store and play with another manufacturer’s miniatures, or even paint a GWOP miniature 
with a paint brush from a rival manufacturer.  

 



5. If GWOP is able to impose the requirement that the Trade Account must have at least one 
outlet which sells GWOP products to customers in-store over the counter by way of face to face 
transaction, what effect will this have on your business? 

This will have no effect on our business. We have the largest bricks and mortar outlet in the 
Southern Hemisphere which sells to customers in-store, over the counter by way of face to face 
transaction. We have dedicated table-space for Games Workshop systems. We run events and 
encourage the hobby across our entire customer base.  

 

6. There are other prohibitions on resupply of GWOP products within the proposed Trade 
Agreement. Will these restrictions affect your business? If so how? 

The other prohibitions will not affect our business.  

 

7. To what extent does your business offer discounts on GWOP products? Please describe your 
sales strategy for GWOP products. 

Depending on the product, we offer anywhere from 0% - 17.5% discount.  

0% - for ‘harder-to-get’ products / limited edition / direct 

15% - The majority of the range. This is the price point we’ve been able to maintain a healthy sales vs 
profit margin. 

17.5% - Some of the larger box sets with higher profit margins 

 

 

In summary, our main concern is this agreement is part of a longer-term strategy set by Games 
Workshop which is inherently anti-competitive:  

Precedents:  

In the US, Games Workshop will not supply any business that sells their products via a shopping-cart 
based website even if that business operates a bricks-and-mortar outlet.   

In the UK, GW has passed an embargo prohibiting all trade accounts from selling outside of the UK/ 
European trade zones. UK consumer laws have stopped GW from enforcing a similar model to the 
US regarding shopping-cart based websites.  

Both of the US and UK regions run pricing structures which have been significantly lower than 
Australian local pricing structures.  

Current state for GW:  



Despite the measures GW has imposed on independent US and UK retailers on their sales channels, 
GW operates their own, independent shopping-cart based websites with direct range products that 
can only be accessed via their own channels in these two major markets – the GW US site and GW 
UK site.  

GW’s online presence is in direct conflict with their philosophy of the supremacy of the bricks-and-
mortar store: If bricks and mortar, face to face selling is of critical priority, why do they offer such an 
extensive, website-only available range, along with their full back catalogue, via their own shopping-
cart based website?  

GW’s precedent for their strategy is the model used by Hasbro / Wizards of the Coast for Magic the 
Gathering – however, Magic is not sold via its own parent-company-operated website/storefront. It 
is imported through Hasbro, which only acts as a distributor for the product. It does not sell directly 
to the end customer.  

Our concern for our business / Australian consumers:  

This exclusive trading agreement concerns us because it sets the stage for Games Workshop to 
penalise our business – and other businesses – for having both a face-to-face retail outlet and a 
shopping-cart based website.  

To be fair - if this agreement is passed it would only work to benefit our business and other 
businesses like us, who operate on both platforms. It is unlikely to reduce competition in the 
marketplace as the number of competitors is not dramatically reduced. However, it is the precedent 
that this sets that is concerning.  

If this agreement is passed, we want as part of the agreement, a commitment in writing from both 
the ACCC and Games Workshop that Games Workshop will not penalise businesses for operating 
BOTH a bricks-and-mortar store AND a shopping-cart-based sales channel, as this would significantly 
decrease competition, availability of GWOP product in the Australian market.  


